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Conundrums
A riddle whose answer is or involves
a pun or unexpected twist
A logical postulation that evades resolution,
an intricate and difficult problem

Q: What’s wrong with the NEM’s retail markets?
A: They aren’t actually markets
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The Australian NEM – many markets, prices..
Derivative markets for risk, investment
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Markets
“A market is any place where the sellers of a particular good or
service can meet with the buyers of that good and service
where there is a potential for a transaction to take place”

 Do consumers ‘meet’ with sellers?
– Electricity industry has poor end-user engagement

 Does the market sell the good or service desired?
– Buyers seeking energy ‘services’, not kWh ‘goods’

 Prices where supply meets demand?
– Or are buyers paying imposed ‘prices’ – ie. charges
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Prices versus Schedules of Fees…
 NEM wholesale market has prices
 Predetermined retail electricity tariff (schedule of charges) is
not a price in ‘economic efficiency’ sense of term
– That requires locational and temporally varying and uncertain spot and
future prices for both energy and network services (Outhred and MacGill, 2006)
– Major reform of interface b/n supply and demand sides of electricity
industry and NSPs required before genuine ‘price discovery’ can occur
– Little apparent interest or willingness to do this to date by key players

 Electricity industries
– traditionally ‘charge’ ‘schedule of fees’ sufficient to deliver essential
current & future access to ‘reliable’ electricity supply ‘service’ s.t.
underlying customer ‘class’ costs, wider considerations (eg. equity).
– In restructured industries, an unresolved question, often only limited
moves towards ‘economically efficient’ pricing wrt earlier arrangements
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NEM retail markets
and competition

 Little focus on energy services
– “… an important reason there is
effective competition in Victoria is ..
because the provision of energy is
viewed as a homogenous, low
engagement service“ (AEMC, 2008)

 Current measures of competition
might miss key issues

(Accenture, 2013)

– Yes, NEM high switching rates – but
real customer choice or just churn?
– Yes, NEM price spreads – but reflect
competition, stickiness, or govt policy?
– “The thing about the energy retail
market is it’s effectively an oligopoly..
There are a small number of large
players — three — who are effectively
providing a commodity.” Jim Myatt,

founder of Australian Power and Gas
onmarkets
its sale to AGL (crikey.com.au, 2013)
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Some real competition?
 Distributed generation
– Photovoltaics
– Trigeneration
– Others to come…

(Solar Citizens, 2013)

 Distributed energy
management
 End-use energy
efficiency

(City of Sydney, 20132
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These options are a ‘market’ response

(CSIRO, 2013)
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Challenges and opportunities for Distributed Energy
 How well do electricity industry arrangements establish and
allow such distributed energy options to suitably receive
– Energy and network values
– Wider social and environmental values

 In restructured industries a question of wholesale & retail
market design, network regulation & policy frameworks
– Challenges of technology and participant neutrality for emerging DE
options that have very different technical & economic characteristics,
location near and ownership by end-users
– Retail markets where distributed energy resides are the ‘unfinished’
business of many electricity industry restructuring processes
– Intersection of regulated network and competitive supply/demand options
invariably complex and imperfect
– No serious efforts yet in most jurisdictions to fully address environmental,
energy security and wider social externalities of energy markets
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In response
 Key role of current actors;
motivations & interactions
in current developments
– Surprisingly, Productivity
Commission doesn’t see
generators, retailers and
NSPS as one of the main
institutional actors?
(Productivity Commission, 2012)
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Some current
developments
Power supply shake-up
Daniel Mercer, The West Australian, July 15, 2013
Hundreds of thousands of WA households could be hit with higher electricity prices under a proposed shake-up of bills aimed at recovering the massive cost to the system caused
by the popularity of rooftop solar panels.

Hundreds of thousands of WA households could be hit with higher electricity prices under a proposed
shake-up of bills aimed at recovering the massive cost to the system caused by the popularity of rooftop
solar panels.
WA's energy chiefs are understood to be pushing for a change in the structure of bills to make
customers pay more in fixed charges.
At present, most of a householder's electricity bill stems from the amount of electricity used. Fixed
costs, such as the supply charge, make up about 15 per cent of the bill. However, solar panels have
slashed consumption for those households, cutting revenue to State-owned power companies,
including retailer Synergy and network operator Western Power.
The trend has been highlighted as one of the big issues facing the electricity system and Energy
Minister Mike Nahan has been warned that if nothing is done the consequences could be catastrophic.
Either households without solar panels would be left to pick up the tab, forcing their bills to unaffordable
levels, or electricity providers would be financially crippled.
WA's take-up rate of photovoltaic cells - initially fuelled by generous State and Federal incentives stands at more than 10 per cent of households and this figure is expected to double within years.
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“To encourage energy efficiency
governments must not only establish
environmentally responsible construction
and manufacturing standards, but can
also set a regulatory framework for progressive energy tariffs to make consumers
more aware of energy efficiency as a
means to reduce overall national energy
costs….” (World Energy Council, 2012)

Do we want our electricity
market to reduce its price
signals to end-users on the
value of undertaking energy
efficiency actions? eg. by
increasing standing charges
relative to variable charges

“The ESAA estimated the current total of PV
‘avoided’ costs at $340 million, or around $30 per
household. To put this into context, this sum is –
according to the ESAA’s own data – just one
eleventh of the cross-subsidy paid by households
with no air conditioning. The ESAA estimates
these air con network costs at $330 per
household, and it is certainly not “hidden”,
because it has been one of the key reasons why
networks have been “supersizing” their grids over
the last few years, at an aggregate cost of
nearly$40 billion.” (RenewEconomy, 2013)

Do we want our electricity market
to continue current cross subsidies
for air-conditioning, but instead
target the smaller cross-subsidies
for clean and green PV?

(QCA, 2013 pricing determination)
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Getting
connected..
 Larger commercial /
industrial PV systems
and cogen/trigen face
significant challenges
in obtaining network
connection.
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(CEC, 2013)
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Other developments
(SCER, 2013)
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New business opportunities - end-user interest

(Accenture, 2013)

…and interest in, and need for guidance
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Currently some
‘trust’ issues for
electricity providers

(Accenture, 2010)
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Conclusions- current ‘retail’ markets and prices
 Aren’t providing and pricing what end-users actually need and
hence want to buy
 Are clearly not economically efficient because
– Current market arrangements don’t facilitate appropriate levels of
demand-side participation and energy efficiency which are both
essential to achieve highest possible economic efficiency
– NSPs faces perverse incentives to increase network expenditure,
currently largely fail to implement non-network solutions
– Still don’t properly reflect broader societal objectives – social and
environmental

 Some current developments
– may reduce potential role of pricing further – eg. increasing fixed charges
which aid cost recovery, but don’t send appropriate ‘signals’ to end users
– may actively discriminate against new options – eg. solar tariffs
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And possible ways forward
 Many of our key opportunities going forward lie on the demandside in current ‘retail’ markets – energy efficiency, demand-side
participation, distributed generation
 However end-users have to be ‘ready, willing and able’ to act
– Need support from Energy Service Companies (ESCOs) focussed on
delivery of energy services - the missing ‘institutional’ player in the NEM
This should be key focus of future ‘reform’
– More economically efficient retail + network ‘prices’ can play useful role
but inherently limited in addressing wider concerns, hence more required
– Coherent and comprehensive policy, market and regulatory framework to
facilitate rather than discriminate against societally valuable new options

 Network decision making better served by more Integrated
Resource Planning approach rather than current arrangements
– Greater transparency, stakeholder participation, separation of powers
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Thank you… and questions
Many of our publications are available at:
www.ceem.unsw.edu.au
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